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In the re-imagining of the classic Elise design, AGA took its cues from the
modern farmhouse movement itself. Rustic yet refined, the Elise blends
old and new in masterful ways, both fresh and timeless, with just a hint of
the exquisite.

To meet the color demands of the modern homeowner, the Elise will
soon offer a newly expanded palette designed to match the natural
shades of a British-inspired landscape. Exciting and fresh new colors will
be launching in late 2021.

Complimented by stunning new cruciform knobs with knurling,
available in a selection of versatile hardware finishes, the re-imagined Elise
confidently steps into the spotlight along side its classic AGA siblings.

For a full production overview on all Elise products, please visit www.AGArangeusa.com
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36" DUAL FUEL RANGE

36" INDUCTION RANGE

FEATURES

FEATURES

Product Dimensions: 35 1/2" W x 27 5/8" D x 36" H (inches)

Product Dimensions: 35 1/2" W x 27 5/8" D x 36" H (inches)

The AGA Elise 36" Dual Fuel Model features one large multifunction oven with seven settings including true
European dual-convection cooking, fan-assisted baking, browning, thaw and serve, convection broiling, warming,
and conventional cooking. A continuous cast-iron cooktop features five powerful sealed-brass burners providing
easy cleanup and preventing messy spills from reaching the oven or internal components.

The AGA Elise 36" Induction Range features one large multifunction oven with seven settings including
true European dual-convection cooking, fan-assisted baking, browning, thaw and serve, convection
broiling, warming, and conventional cooking. The ceramic glass surface cooktop with five induction
burners and integrated capacitive touch controls efficiently utilizes, transfers, and captures 90% of
energy generated, as compared to only 55% with that of a traditional gas burner.

Complimented by stunning new cruciform knobs with knurling, soon available in a selection of versatile hardware
finishes, the re-imagined AGA Elise 36" Dual Fuel Model confidently steps into the spotlight along side its
classic AGA siblings.
MSRP: $6,115

IVORY

Complimented by stunning new cruciform knobs with knurling, soon available in a selection of versatile
hardware finishes, the re-imagined AGA Elise 36" Induction Model confidently steps into the spotlight
along side its classic AGA siblings.
MSRP: $7,200

FINISHES

FINISHES

NOTE: Colors not in stock could have a 4-12 week lead time (check for availability)

NOTE: Colors not in stock could have a 4-12 week lead time (check for availability)
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BLACK

GLOSS
BLACK

STAINLESS
STEEL

2 Year Warranty on parts and labor with exception of cosmetic damage / For a full overview, please visit www.AGArangeusa.com
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2 Year Warranty on parts and labor with exception of cosmetic damage / For a full overview, please visit www.AGArangeusa.com
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48" DUAL FUEL RANGE

48" INDUCTION RANGE

FEATURES

FEATURES

Product Dimensions: 47 9/16" W x 28 7/16" D x 36 1/8" H (inches)

Product Dimensions: 47 9/16" W x 28 7/16" D x 36 1/8" H (inches)

The AGA Elise 48" Dual Fuel Model features three separate ovens an electric multifunction oven with seven settings
including true European dual-convection cooking, fan-assisted baking, browning, thaw and serve, convection
broiling, warming, and conventional cooking. A second European convection oven offers the ability to cook multiple
large dishes at once using differing heating modes and temperatures, while a third dedicated glide-out broil oven
allows for dedicated top-heat broiling. A continuous cast-iron cooktop features five powerful sealed-brass burners
providing easy cleanup and preventing messy spills from reaching the oven or internal components. A storage
drawer stores extra racks and trays.

The AGA Elise 48" Dual Fuel Model features three separate ovens an electric multifunction oven with
seven settings including true European dual-convection cooking, fan-assisted baking, browning,
thaw and serve, convection broiling, warming, and conventional cooking. A second European
convection oven offers the ability to cook multiple large dishes at once using differing heating modes
and temperatures, while a third dedicated broiling oven allows for dedicated top-heat broiling. A
continuous cast-iron cooktop features five powerful sealed-brass burners providing easy cleanup and
preventing messy spills from reaching the oven or internal components. The ceramic glass surface
cooktop with five induction burners and integrated capacitive touch controls efficiently utilizes,
transfers, and captures 90% of energy generated, as compared to only 55% with that of a traditional
gas burner.

Complimented by stunning new cruciform knobs with knurling, available to be available soon in a selection of
versatile hardware finishes, the re-imagined AGA Elise 48" Dual Fuel Model confidently steps into the spotlight
along side its classic AGA siblings.

MSRP: $9,415

MSRP: $8,775
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NOTE: Colors not in stock could have a 4-12 week lead time (check for availability)

NOTE: Colors not in stock could have a 4-12 week lead time (check for availability)
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2 Year Warranty on parts and labor with exception of cosmetic damage / For a full overview, please visit www.AGArangeusa.com
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2 Year Warranty on parts and labor with exception of cosmetic damage / For a full overview, please visit www.AGArangeusa.com
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AGA IS A MEMBER OF THE MIDDLEBY RESIDENTIAL LUXURY BRAND PORTFOLIO

